Salt Lake’s main library curves to embrace a public plaza. Opened 2003, the six-story 250,000 square-foot complex uses UV-resistant panels to bathe readers in natural light. Skywalks connect its three main buildings. Spiraling fireplaces resemble columns of flame.
foreword

Good government requires good information. Since 1984 the State of Idaho has entrusted our college to lead an educated discussion about the complexities of government and public affairs. *Urban West Revisited* narrows the focus to 10 midsized cities in eight western states. All have been rocked by the Great Recession, and all have been crippled by globalization and fewer high-paying jobs. Our book joins a college series about places suspended between the promise and peril of urbanization. Focused on real-world practicality, our primer offers the hope that westerners will be nimble enough to think beyond the immediate crisis, to govern smartly, and to cope.
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Ten focus cities suggest the municipal challenges commonly faced by midsized metro centers in eight western states.
The steel market crash of 1983 devastated Pueblo, Colorado. Today the city looks to rebuild its tax base by investing in historic preservation and urban renewal.

Pictured: Poders Motors, Pueblo.